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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 
At present, it is very common to find renewable energy resources, especially 
wind power that connected to grid systems. In the growing electricity supply industry 
and open access market for electricity worldwide, renewable sources are getting 
added into the grid system. To assess the impact the wind turbine grid connected 
system, the knowledge of electrical characteristic of wind turbine and associated 
control equipments are required. This project presents experimental based and 
simulation for wind turbine by using MATLAB / SIMULINK. The presented control 
scheme provides the wind power flow to the grid through a converter and inverter. 
The advantages of using wind generator is environmental friendly refers than 
portable generator.  As practically, wind generator does not use any raw material but 
portable generator uses the fuel or petrol to generate the electricity. Wind turbine 
grid connected system will be developed and established for the study. The elements 
of this project show how the voltage, current and power is being measured in this 
network environment. Experimental and simulation study on this entire control 
scheme is carried out by using MATLAB. The experimental and simulation results 
show the control performance and dynamic behaviour of the wind system it is to 
assess the impact on the grid system and load was used to simulate the real network 
environment. Results from experimental and research will be compared. 
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ABSTRAK 
 
 
 
 
 Pada masa ini, kebiasaan untuk mencari sumber tenaga yang boleh 
diperbaharui terutamanya tenaga angin yang disambungkan pada sistem grid. Dalam 
industri bekalan elektrik yang semakin meningkat dan akses pasaran terbuka untuk 
bekalan elektrik di seluruh dunia, tenaga yang boleh diperbaharui untuk digunakan di 
dalam sistem grid. Untuk mengetahui kesan sistem grid turbin angin, pengetahuan 
ciri-ciri elektrik turbin angin dan peralatan kawalan yang berkaitan diperlukan. 
Projek ini menjalankan eksperimen dan simulasi untuk turbin angin dengan 
menggunakan MATLAB / Simulink. Skema sistem kawalan yang dijalankan 
menyediakan  aliran angin kuasa kepada grid melalui converter. Kelebihan untuk 
menggunakan penjana angin adalah merujuk mesra alam sekitar daripada penjana 
mudah alih. Secara praktikal, penjana angin tidak menggunakan mana-mana bahan 
mentah tetapi penjana mudah alih menggunakan bahan api atau petrol untuk menjana 
tenaga elektrik. Sistem turbin angin akan dibangunkan dan ditubuhkan untuk kajian. 
Teknologi elemen pengukuran projek ini menunjukkan bagaimana voltan, arus dan 
kuasa yang diukur dalam persekitaran rangkaian ini. Kajian eksperimen dan simulasi 
seluruh skema kawalan ini dijalankan menggunakan MATLAB. Keputusan simulasi 
menunjukkan prestasi kawalan dan tingkah laku dinamik sistem angin. Untuk 
menilai kesan ke atas sistem grid dan beban akan diubah untuk mensimulasikan 
persekitaran rangkaian yang sebenar. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
1.1     Wind Generator and Grid Connected System 
 
 
            Wind generator is commonly used in many windy places. Wind turbines are 
used to generate electricity from the kinetic power of the wind. Historical they were 
more usually used as a mechanical device to turn machinery. There are two types of 
wind generators, those with a vertical axis, and those with a horizontal axis. Wind 
turbines can be used to generate large amounts of electricity in wind farms both 
onshore and offshore. Therefore, this type of wind turbine is mainly considered and 
many diagnostic procedures are proposed from consumer. It will uses in application 
in a wide costly. Wind energy conversion includes wind energy turn into mechanical 
energy and then to electrical energy. The conversion will influence the property, 
efficiency and the power quality. Most of the wind turbines are equipped with 
synchronous generators (SG). They are simple in construction and offer impressive 
efficiency under varying operating conditions. Induction machines are relatively not 
expensive and require minimum maintenance. The characteristics of these generators 
like the over speed capability make suitable for wind turbine application. Recent 
advance in Power Electronics have made it possible to regulate the SG in many 
ways, which has resulted in an increased interest in the use of SG for small scale 
power generation with wind power.  
 
 
 A grid-connected system allows powering home or small business with 
renewable energy during those periods when the wind is blowing. Any excess 
electricity produce is fed back into the grid. When renewable resources are
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unavailable, electricity from the grid supplies your needs, thus eliminating the 
expense of electricity storage devices like batteries. In addition, power providers in 
most states allow net metering, an arrangement where the excess electricity generated 
by grid-connected renewable energy systems electricity meter as it is fed back into 
the grid.  
 
 
           The function of torque is to eliminate the need for converting the alternating 
current produced by the turbines into direct current and back again before it is fed 
into the grid. As the rotational speed of the wind turbine, and the generator that is 
connected to the rotor change depends on the force of the wind, the alternating 
current it produces must be rectified so that it can be fed into the grid with the correct 
frequency – usually 50 or 60 hertz.  
 
 
            To accomplish this, the alternating current from the wind turbine generators is 
transformed into direct current using rectifiers before being transformed back into 
alternating current of the right frequency. To attain the desired grid frequency of 50 
hertz, a generator with the usual two poles pairs must operate at a synchronous speed. 
The motor allows the power from the rotor to be either boosted or diverted to ensure 
a constant rotational speed for the generator. 
 
 
 
 
1.2      Problem Statement 
 
 
   This project studied about the performance voltage and current at the grid 
with wind turbine and without wind turbine. And also power quality disturbance in 
various condition in wind turbine grid connected. 
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1.3      Objective 
 
 
     The objectives of this project are: 
 
 
i. To simulate the wind turbine grid connected system by simulation 
and experimental. 
ii. To analyze the impact performance of wind turbine on the grid 
system.  
iii. To compares results in simulation and experimental. 
 
 
 
 
1.4      Scope of Project 
  
 
              The scopes of this project cover literature reviews on the theory of wind 
turbine grid connected system based on performance and harmonic distortion in wind 
turbine grid connected system. In addition, analysis the performance will be made 
using in MATLAB/Simulink and experimental was setup in small scale at laboratory. 
The analysis of the performance in wind turbine will be compared with the 
experimental and simulation.   
 
 
 
 
1.5 Outline of Thesis 
 
 
        Chapter I consists of the overview of the project, which includes the problem 
statement, objectives and scope. 
 
 
       Chapter II This chapter includes all the paper works and related research as 
well as the studies regards to this project. This literature reviews all important studies 
which have been done previously by other research work. 
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      Chapter III illustrates the operation and the parameters involved in the wind 
turbine grid connected system. The circuit topology that uses power electronics 
approach for wind turbine grid connected system is described in detail. 
 
 
      Chapter IV presents the simulation design of the wind grid connected system 
using MATLAB/Simulink and by the experimental. It also consists of the simulation 
results, experimental result and discussion based on the performance of the wind 
turbine grid connected waveforms produced. 
 
 
       Chapter V concludes the overall thesis and for future work.
 
 
 
CHAPTER II 
 
 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW  
 
 
 
 
2.1       Introduction 
 
 
           This chapter includes all the paper works and related research as well as the 
studies regards to this project. This literature reviews all important studies which 
have been done previously by other research work. The related works have been 
referred carefully since some of the knowledge and suggestions from the previous 
work can be implemented for this project. Literature review was ongoing process 
throughout the whole process of the project. It is very essential to refer to the variety 
of sources in order to gain more knowledge and skills to complete this project. These 
sources include thesis, journal and also the materials obtained from internet. 
 
    
 
 
2.2      Wind Energy 
                      
 
          Wind power energy is the conversion of wind energy into a useful   form of 
energy, such as using wind turbine to make electricity, wind mills for mechanical 
power, wind pumps for pumping water or drainage, or sails to propel ships. Global 
wind energy resources are up to 53,000 billion kilowatts, which is equivalent to 2 
times of the electrical demand in the world. [1] The annual energy in the wind at a 
given location depends on the wind-velocity-duration-distribution, which, in general, 
can be expressed mathematically as a Weibull function, which involves two 
parameters, i.e. a shape parameter and a characteristic speed. In strong winds, the 
power output could be limited by only covering part of the blades. With a diameter
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typically, of about 25 m, the traditional windmill could deliver a shaft power output 
of about 30 kW in a wind speed of about 7 m/s (force 4): in a well exposed location, 
it would give and average power output of about 10 kW, corresponding to an energy 
output of about 100 kWh per working day. [2] 
 
 
 
 
2.3        Wind Generator 
 
 
              The Electrically Excited Synchronous Generator (EESG) is usually built 
with a rotor carrying the field system conveys with a direct current (DC) excitation. 
The stator carries a three-phase winding quite alike to the induction machine. The 
rotor may have salient poles or may be cylindrical. Salient poles are more common in 
low-speed machines and may be the most worthwhile version for application to 
direct-drive wind turbines. [3] To increase the efficiency, to reduce the weight of the 
active parts, and to keep the end winding losses small, direct-drive generators are 
usually designed with a large diameter and small pole pitch. Compared with the 
traditional electrically excited synchronous generator, the necessity of a large pole 
number can be met with permanent magnets which allow small pole pitch. [4] 
 
 
 
 
2.4       DC and AC Current  
    
 
             In the world today there are currently two forms of electrical transmission, 
Direct Current (DC) and Alternating Current (AC), each with its own advantages and 
disadvantages. DC powers supply the appeal of a steady constant voltage across a 
circuit resulting in a constant current. Most digital circuitry today is run off in DC 
power as it carries the ability to produce either a constant high or constant low 
voltage, enabling digital logic to process code execution. [5] The idea is used the DC 
supply from the battery and any devices that used today is in AC current. 
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2.5       Inverter 
  
 
            Input inverter has the following advantages which are power from the PV 
array or the wind turbine can be delivered to the utility grid individually or 
simultaneously. Second is the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) feature can be 
realized for both solar and wind energy. Next is a large range of input voltage 
variation caused by different isolation and wind speed is acceptable. Lastly is a 
power rating of inverter can be decrease. [6] 
 
 
 
 
2.6        Rectifier 
    
 
 Emulation of the wind turbine is confirmed by running the DC motor to track 
the theoretical rotational speed of the wind turbine rotor. A dynamic power controller 
is implemented and tested. The control uses the wind speed and rotor speed 
information to control the duty cycle of the buck-boost converter in order to operate 
the wind turbine at the optimum tip-speed ratio. Test results indicate that the 
proposed system accurately emulates the behaviour of a small wind turbine system. 
The output of the synchronous generator was first rectified by a 3-phase rectifier and 
then passed through a DC-DC converter. [7] 
 
Figure   2.1 Rectifiers [7] 
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2.7       Wind Power System Used 
 
 
        Wind powered system can be used in two ways which are off-grid or on-grid 
is when house or buildings is entirely interrupted from electric utility company and 
wind can generate absolutely all of the electricity. Usually these systems cost about 
30% more than an on-grid. A grid tie wind power system sends all of its electricity 
back into the public electrical network. So it is usually ideal to design a system that 
very closely offsets how much electricity you consume or just little less, than 
attempting to make money from the electric company. [8] 
                    
 
 
 
2.8       Benefits of Wind Power  
  
 
 Small wind energy systems can be used in connection with an electricity 
transmission and distribution system which is called grid-connected systems, or in 
stand-alone application that are not connected to the utility grid. A grid-connected 
wind turbine can reduce consumption of utility-supplied electricity for lighting, 
appliances, and electric heat. If the turbine cannot supply the amount of energy 
require, the utility makes up the difference. When the wind system generates more 
electricity than the household requires, the excess can be returned to the grid. With 
the interconnection can be obtained today, switching takes place automatically. 
Stand-alone wind energy systems can be appropriate for homes, farms, or even 
whole communities that are far from the nearest utility lines. [8] 
 
 
 
 
2.9       MATLAB/SIMULINK 
 
 
                The most used software for modelling and simulation of dynamic systems 
is MATLAB/Simulink. Wind turbine systems such as dynamic systems, containing 
subsystems with different ranges of the time constants which are wind, turbine, 
generator, power electronics, transformer and grid [9]. There are two principle-
connections of wind energy conversion. The first one is connecting the wind-
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generator to grid at grid frequency. While connected to grid, grid supplies the 
reactive VAR required for the induction machines. Often, a DC-link is required to 
interface the wind-generator system with a certain control technique to the utility 
grid. The second is connecting the wind-generator system to isolated load in remote 
areas [10].  
 
 
           For modelling, Simulink provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for 
building models as block diagrams, using click and drag mouse operations. 
Simulink include a comprehensive block diagram of sinks, sources, linear and non 
linear components, and connectors. Simulink also customize and create own blocks. 
[11] 
 
 
                Using a choice integration method either from the Simulink menus or by 
entering commands in MATLAB’s command window, after a model is defines, it 
can simulate the command. For running a batch simulation, the menus are 
particularly convenient for interactive work, while the command-line approach is 
very useful. The parameters can be change and immediately see what happen, for 
exploration. The MATLAB workspace for post processing and visualization can be 
put in the simulation result. [11] 
 
 
                                   
Figure 2.2      Description of wind turbine model  
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Figure 2.3     Function block parameter in wind turbine 
 
 
 
 
2.10        Pulse Width Modulation  
 
 
                 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is a capable technique for controlling 
analog circuits with a processor’s digital outputs [12]. The applications of PWM are 
wide variety used like ranging from measurement and communications to power 
control and conversion. PWM is a way of digitally encoding analogue signal levels. 
The duty cycle of a square wave is modulated to encode a specific analogue signal 
level by using the high resolution centre. The PWM signal is still digital because at 
any given instant of time, the full DC supply is either fully on or fully off.  
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            The voltage or current source is supplied to the analogue by means of a 
repeating series of on and off pulses. The on-time is the time during which the DC 
supply is applied to the load, and off-time is the period during the supply is 
switched off. Given a sufficient bandwidth, any analogue value can be encoded 
with PWM [9].  Control of the switches for the sinusoidal PWM output requires a 
reference signal (modulating or control signal) which is a sinusoidal wave and 
carrier signal which is a triangular wave that control the switching frequency [12].  
 
 
           One reference signal is needed to generate the pulses for a single- or a two-
arm bridge, and three reference signals are needed to generate the pulses for a 
three-phase, single or double bridge. The amplitude (modulation), phase, and 
frequency of the reference signals are set to control the output voltage (on the AC 
terminals) of the bridge connected to the PWM Generator block. [12] 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4       Pulse width modulation [12] 
 
 
 
 
2.11 Harmonic and Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) 
 
 
   Harmonic distortion is a term represents the condition that occurs when 
waveform is changed from the original shape by addition of harmonic frequency. 
Harmonics cause distortion of the voltage and current waveforms, which have awful 
effects on electrical equipment. Harmonic are one of the major power quality 
